“Community” has attained a status across the disciplines as a “keyword,” a term that “organizes knowledge” in powerful ways.¹ The word is so widely used that it may be invoked repeatedly in one context without definition or be summarily discarded in another.² This is indeed the case in broader musicology, where the study of collectivities has long been at the center of research, but where there have been few critical discussions of the ways in which musicologists employ the term “community,” or why some have chosen to discard it or to replace it with alternative expressions. This essay explores the complicated intellectual history of the term “community” in the study of musical collectivities, and suggests a revised approach based in part on research among recent immigrants to the U.S. forced by circumstance to establish their social and musical lives anew.³

Rethinking the notion of community opens opportunities first and foremost to explore musical transmission and performance not just as expressions or symbols of a given social grouping, but as an integral part of processes that can at different moments help generate, shape, and sustain new collectivities. This discussion therefore seeks both to reappraise community studies in musical scholarship and to shift the focus to music’s role in community formation.

I will suggest that more nuanced attention to discourse about community by music scholars could enhance broader musicology’s own approaches to this subject, while opening opportunities to contribute to multiple areas of cross-disciplinary interest, ranging from the lively field of boundary studies in sociology to studies of the impact of music on social bonding now emerging from neuroscience. While the quotation reproduced above from act 2, scene 1 of

—Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet
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Shakespeare’s *Romeo and Juliet* summarizes in an ironic way the central issue at stake here, I am in fact not persuaded that “That which we call a rose / By any other word would smell as sweet.” In a world where academic discourse is often impenetrable to those outside scholarly circles, the term “community” provides an opportunity both to have a conversation that does not require translation, and to bring together the perspectives of research associates with the scholar’s efforts at interpretation. Instead of casting about for nominal alternatives to the word “community,” it is worthwhile to try to redefine and deepen approaches to this term. Given the challenges of the subject, a thicket of terminological issues can obscure an already complex situation in which “the subject is not simply what you start with, as an origin, nor where you end, as a closure.”

The first section of this article will explore the use of the term “community” and identify factors that have shaped its receding role in pockets of present-day musical scholarship. The second section will summarize conventional definitions and the search for new nomenclature that has provoked the most lively discussions of this subject to date. In the third, I provide my own working definition and suggest a new framework that seeks to re-claim “community” as an explicit subject of musical scholarship, and as part of an updated search to define music’s generative role in social processes with very different outcomes. The final, fourth section sets forth points of possible intersection with scholarship in the social sciences and sciences and raises questions that could lead to broader conversations on a subject quite central to musical scholarship that tends to be relegated to the background.

In section three, I will draw on case studies from my research in domains of Ethiopian diaspora music that have realigned my approach to music’s generative role in the formation of clearly differentiated social groupings. It is here that I incorporate insider perspectives that speak to the role of musical processes in social bonding and their collective outcomes. Since the advent of the Ethiopian revolution in 1974, as well as following on a spate of natural disasters and various regional conflicts, millions of people have departed from Ethiopia and adjacent regions in the Horn of Africa. They have resettled in a diaspora that is today truly global, with the largest single cluster located in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. Beyond the sheer number of musicians forced to migrate, particularly notable is their prominent role in both sustaining social ties and in galvanizing new collectivities during the processes of migration and resettlement. But I found that I lacked a critical framework for approaching the collective in ways that could accommodate the plethora of musical styles as well as the complex processes of
change and displacement underway. Music, at once portable, malleable, and available for easy reproduction in contexts where material resources are at a premium, is deeply implicated in multiple domains of Ethiopian immigrant and refugee experience. During 2007–2008, I tracked individual musicians who performed the widest range of Ethiopian musical styles, seeking to map their views of their own positions in new environments and to construct an overview of musical heterogeneity and its social outcomes. The case studies discussed in this article emerge both from this recent round of focused exploration and from my longer-term studies of the Ethiopian homeland and the formation of its diaspora. I will also refer to other case studies as they seem relevant and shed light on important points. Together these materials provide considerable grist for rethinking collectivities as generated through and by musical initiatives within what might have been conventionally conceived as a single community. But before considering the materials that sparked this inquiry, we must first survey the notion of community in present-day musical scholarship and the subtle, if protracted, debate over the term itself.

I. Musical Scholarship and the Search for the Collective

In a presentation at the fiftieth anniversary meeting of the Society of Ethnomusicology, Bonnie Wade noted that “... an overweening focus on communities” had given way by the early twenty-first century to “a somewhat better balance in our focus between ‘culture’ with shared values in the sense of communities and the individual.” Thomas Turino has charted a shift to defining the ethnomusicological subject as “ongoing dialectical interactions between individuals and their social and physical surroundings realized through observable practices,” and has suggested that “any general theories about artistic processes and expressive cultural practices would do well to begin with a conception of the self and individual identity, because it is in living, breathing individuals that ‘culture’ and musical meaning ultimately reside.”

From early on, ethnomusicologists sought to situate musical transmission and performance within a broader context of shared cultural behavior and values. Communities united by ethnic, religious, regional, or national ties provided primary data for ethnomusicological research until the present, whether that inquiry was driven by shifting intentions over time to describe, salvage, or theorize their subject matter. Large, participatory groups such as Ghanaian drumming ensembles and Indonesian gamelans attained prominent
places in the ethnomusicological canon at least in part because of scholarly and popular interest in the close social relationships they generate through acts of performance. However, the advent of popular music studies by the 1990s (as well as other broader disciplinary trends to be discussed below) was part of an important paradigm shift that propelled ethnomusicological research away from a focus on geographically fixed communities. Attention moved decisively to appraise musical ties stretching across geographical boundaries, often those transmitted through new technologies. Meanwhile, the study of formerly local communities focused on their displacement and subsequent musical lives in transnational diaspora settings. Despite this shift, however, the broadly social nature of ethnomusicological subject matter and exploration remained deeply relevant and very much in view. Yet while attention to collectivities has been a defining characteristic of cross-cultural music scholarship, ethnomusicologists have by no means had a monopoly on community studies.

In historical musicology, the longtime engagement with individual composers, performers, and repertories shifted decisively in the second half of the twentieth century toward increasingly broader contexts, whether they were the geographic, cultural, religious, national, or political settings of which music is so integral a part. Studies of music within European aristocracy and courts, churches, and urban centers proliferated while musicologists also gave growing attention to musical collectivities linked by diacritica such as gender and, more recently, age cohorts. Here one might observe that the music subdisciplines have to a certain extent converged in recent decades, with music historians moving emphatically into collective cultural domains while ethnomusicologists have begun to embrace the study of the individual.

Musicological attention to the presence of multiple and diverse musical communities has been especially prominent in the work of scholars of American music who were from early on sensitive to cultural pluralism and its manifestations in American musical life. Gilbert Chase’s classic volume, America’s Music, highlighted a concern with musical and social processes, moving away from a focus on historical epochs and musical genres to devote chapters to a wide array of collectivities ranging from musical puritans to gentlemen amateurs. Chase’s approach embraced both the individual and the collective, growing out of his conviction that “... the American musical landscape ... could be resolved into no distinct pattern. Rather, it was an arena in which a vast congeries of individuals and groups had made music according to their own needs and musical tastes . . .” A number of studies concerned with American musical diversity
followed on Chase’s example, providing varying perspectives on American music over time with particularly close attention to musical enactment of ethnic identity.\textsuperscript{19}

In sum, music historians have for decades given close attention to collectivities of all types, with particular attention early on in European studies to the music associated with and promulgated by ruling elites. Concern with vernacular musical practices of communities united by ethnic identity emerged most markedly in Americanist musical scholarship of the second half of the twentieth century and began late in the century to overlap and interact both in subject matter and in ethnographic methodologies with ethnomusicological studies.

That most aspects of the musical experience cannot be studied without considering different modalities of collective experience, and that the literature is permeated with case studies of collectivities past and present, renders even more striking the dearth of critical discussions about concepts of community in musical scholarship.\textsuperscript{20} For instance, a prominent volume featuring a dozen case studies of North American musical communities does not set forth a definition of a musical community.\textsuperscript{21} There are a few recent contributions to the ethnographic discussion of community in the literature, such as a case study of the construction of a new musical community through ensemble performance activity at a California university, an exploration of a musical community on the internet, and a volume of essays that explicitly approaches cultural rights as defined and protected as part of a community, with emphasis moving “from individual rights to collective or group rights.”\textsuperscript{22}

Of singular importance in its theoretical contribution to the subject of community, however, is Thomas Turino’s monograph cited above, \textit{Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation}. After providing a definition of culture as “the habits of thought and practice that are shared among individuals,” Turino goes on to distinguish and define two main types of social groupings: “. . . I discuss different ways that shared habits bind people into social groups according to specific aspects of the self (gender, class, age, occupation, interests, etc.), what I call cultural cohorts, as well as the broader more pervasive patterns of shared habits that give rise to cultural formations.”\textsuperscript{23}

While Turino includes historical case studies regarding the generative role of music in the formation of collectivities, notably during the Third Reich in Germany and in the American folk music movement, his interests focus more directly on the meanings of musical performance as conveyed and experienced through presentation, participation, or technological mediation.\textsuperscript{24}
Turino does not dwell on the concept of “community” and the challenges of definition, although he emphasizes throughout that “music, dance, festivals, and other public expressive cultural practices are a primary way that people articulate the collective identities that are fundamental to forming and sustaining social groups, which are, in turn, basic to survival.” Similarly, one finds commentary about musical communities scattered in other sources, such as a classic musicological overview of the process of boundary formation as musical communities define themselves over time; an exploration of the musical processes that sustain tribal survival as Native American communities adopt and adapt in contexts of exchange and interaction; and a study of underground dance that discusses the interaction of African American and gay subcultures in New York City’s post-disco culture as two interacting communities.

II. Reconsidering Definitions and Terminology: What Is a Musical Community?

The word community, derived from Latin, has been in use in English since the fourteenth century, but did not acquire present-day local associations until the twentieth century. The *Oxford English Dictionary* defines community first and foremost as a collectivity, that is, “a body of people or things viewed collectively.” It is a subsequent part of the *OED* definition (2b) that links a group to a single geographic setting, as “a body of people who live in the same place, usually sharing a common cultural or ethnic identity. Hence: a place where a particular body of people lives.”

The notion that a community is localized has cast doubt for some as to the utility of the word in an era of increasingly mobile and cosmopolitan populations. The history of community studies is a massive field well beyond the purview of this article, but a very brief overview can provide a general backdrop for better understanding the emergence of community studies across disciplinary boundaries, such as those of sociology and anthropology, that have interacted with and, in some cases, shaped the treatment of community in musical scholarship.

The genesis of the study of community is generally dated to the work of the German sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies (1855–1936), who theorized a distinction between *Gemeinschaft* (a community based on individual social relationships) and *Gesellschaft* (civil society). The inception of community studies in the U.S. is often dated to sociological work of the late 1930s, which soon joined with urban studies at the University of Chicago to produce a series of classic
publications that shifted the focus from entire towns to smaller subsets in urban areas and theorized their study. By the second half of the twentieth century, interests moved to exploring communities as sites of identity, with particular attention to ethnicity. A landmark study by Adelaida Reyes Schramm led musical scholarship into North American urban areas, looked closely at ethnic identity, and considered the construction of both formally and informally constituted performing groups. That the subject of ethnic communities remains a lively (and disputed) subject is made clear by stimulating studies that problematize the term “community” in new and creative ways, such as a study of a “phonic community,” including studying ethnic differences through analyzing “the sound of the community” and the ways in which community members “come to ‘recognize’ each other” through noise-creating voices.

Concepts of “community” in a changing intellectual landscape

While sociologists continue to write about communities and to follow up especially on Fredrik Barth’s work in generating a lively theoretical literature regarding boundary formation, discussions of single-locale communities began to recede in musical scholarship by 1990. I suggest that we can ascribe this sharp turn away from community studies to the cumulative impact on humanistic scholarship of several pivotal works dating to the prior decade. The first was Benedict Anderson’s *Imagined Communities*, which sought to define an elusive complex of terms—nation, nationality, nationalism—as “cultural artifacts of a particular kind.” Anderson, a scholar of Indonesian political history, proposed that

[The nation] is an imagined political community—and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign . . . In fact, all communities larger than primordial villages of face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined. Communities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which they are imagined . . . [The nation] is imagined as a *community*, because, regardless of actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship.
Anderson’s suggestion that all communities, even local ones, may be imagined has had a continued prominence in ethnomusicology well beyond his own area specialization of Southeast Asian studies; it has also resonated among music historians.\textsuperscript{40}

A second transformative work appeared two years after Anderson’s monograph: Anthony P. Cohen’s \textit{The Symbolic Construction of Community}, which proposes understanding community not as a structure to be defined and described, but as a mode of experience that has meaning to people who consider themselves to be part of it.\textsuperscript{41} According to Cohen, a community is “a matter of feeling, a matter which resides in the minds of the members themselves” and is based on sharing of particular symbols, such as ritual orders or, for our purposes, musical performance.\textsuperscript{42} In this way, Cohen disputed one of the key concepts of the social sciences, the notion of a community as fixed in time and place, and described it instead as “a largely mental construct, whose ‘objective’ manifestations in locality or ethnicity give it credibility.”\textsuperscript{43}

If Cohen’s notion of community construction emerges from the crucible of symbolic anthropology, it is a close relative to political scientist Anderson’s notion of imagined communities. Both studies align also with historical work that appeared around the same time in the early 1980s, notably Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s edited volume, \textit{The Invention of Tradition}.\textsuperscript{44} Hobsbawm suggested that, in the wake of the industrial revolution, many things that appeared to be ancient and linked to immemorial past—from the kilts of Highland Scotland to military practices imposed on colonial Africa—were in actuality products of recent times. Thus an invented tradition is

\textit{taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they normally attempt to establish continuity with a suitable historical past . . . It is the contrast between the constant change and innovation of the modern world and the attempt to structure at least some parts of social life within it as unchanging and invariant, that makes the “invention of tradition” so interesting for historian of the past two centuries.}\textsuperscript{45}
These three powerful sources destabilized notions about the genesis, history, and structure of communities at all levels and pushed ethnomusicologists in particular to reassess the community as a unit of study. By the later 1980s, publications from anthropology and cultural studies began to focus on patterns of mobility that characterized the second half of the twentieth century and would eventually provide additional new models for studying routes instead of roots. Cultural geographers contributed their own creative readings of urban spaces, remapping them as intersecting and overlapping topologies called “thirdspace,” encouraging the reader to “think differently about the meanings and significance of space and those related concepts that compose and comprise the inherent spatiality of human life: place, location, locality, landscape, environment, home, region, territory, and geography.” The notion of community had, on all levels from the local to the global, been substantially retheorized and remapped.

Thus the concept of community shifted radically from “the sense of immediacy or locality . . . in the context of larger and more complex industrial societies.” At the same time, the term “community” continued to be “used so pervasively that it would appear to be nearly meaningless.” Thus “community” has been frozen at the juncture of competing theories of location, mobility, identity, and politics, becoming in the process so ambiguous that to use the term is to be confronted with the necessity to argue for its use. This situation has left music scholars struggling for new ways to name and theorize about the collective in music. As a result, a number of scholars in music, as well as those engaged with music in related disciplines, have pushed the term “community” to the margins and have explored a range of alternative terms and concepts, including subculture; art worlds and musical pathways; and the music scene.

Alternative terms

Subculture. Influenced by his training at the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, Dick Hebdige utilized the notion “subculture” to apply to a group of youth, generally in opposition to a larger mainstream, defined by their shared, clearly marked, and often disputed styles of dress, behavioral conventions, and language usage. Hebdige analyzes punk subculture as emerging through a process during which objects or practices are rendered meaningful and are reinterpreted as the defining style of the collectivity; one could fruitfully apply this explanation
to music’s role in shaping subculture, which of course is an explicit aspect of the punk culture explored in Hebdige’s monograph. A concern with subculture, and a special commitment to the study of subaltern communities, has in many ways held a place of privilege in ethnomusicological studies of musical groups. However, ethnomusicologists have tended to focus more on the lived social reality of subculture—documenting and interpreting the role of musical performance within such groups—and rather less on the musical processes that may have contributed to the rise of the cohort per se.

Among the notable applications of subcultural theory in musical scholarship is Mark Slobin’s *Subcultural Musical Sounds: Micromusics of the West*. Slobin drew on Hebdige’s theories to make sense of increasingly complex Euro-American musical worlds and to take account of their multiple subgroupings (micromusics, in his terminology) from a comparative perspective. Slobin’s subjects were subcultures established as people and their musics were in transit across international boundaries and flowed through global electronic networks. Slobin proposed a tripartite framework for studying “the big picture” that moved top down from superculture to subculture, and interpolated an interactive layer in between that he termed “interculture.” Slobin’s most sustained attention to collective identity is a discussion of ensembles in chapter 6 of his book, providing only brief discussions to individual communities within his fluid, multi-level framework.

Other new nomenclature came from sociology, the discipline that has led the way in community studies since its inception. Notable among the sociological literature on communities is Howard S. Becker’s *Art Worlds*, which provides a theoretical framework for understanding art as a social product. Becker documents the forms of ephemeral cooperation that produce artistic outcomes, which themselves become routine over time. If his work is of great interest because of its attention to the social interactions that give rise to expressive activity—one of his most cogent examples is the processes that shape the workings of the symphony orchestra—his end point is understanding the production of art, not the generation of communities through this process. Perhaps because Becker’s art world is quite Western in its orientation, separating art’s “inspiration” from a rather functionalist view of the “support activities” that shape it, it has not had much resonance within cross-cultural musical scholarship to date.
An exception is Becker’s acknowledged impact on Ruth Finnegan’s *The Hidden Musicians*, which surveys “musical worlds” in Finnegan’s English hometown of Milton Keynes. Finnegan rejects the term “community” as too closed, integrated, and concrete to capture nuance of local musical collectivities; she is more receptive to “groups,” but thinks this word does not capture connections adequately either. Inspired by network theory, Finnegan cites but declines to inflect Becker’s rubric to “musical worlds,” choosing to approach the diverse domains of urban music making through the use of the metaphor “musical pathway.” Finnegan writes that through this phrase she intends to capture regular musical activities which people chose or were led into, and which they kept open and extended through their actions.

The concept of “musical pathway” is at once intended to convey the notion of networks or groups, but to “avoid the misleading overtones of concreteness, stability, boundedness, and comprehensiveness associated with the term ‘world.’” Finnegan does offer a brief and quite local definition of community, which she glosses “as people . . . bounded by numerous ties, [who] know each other, and have some consciousness of personal involvement in the locality of which they feel part.” She also includes a long footnote with references to discussions of community, but in the end rejects the term as not fitting the musical practices she studied, for many of the same reasons she does not use the phrase “art worlds.” Finnegan’s “musical pathways” has not been widely invoked in the ethnomusicological literature, probably because “there is little comfort in the term . . . since it does not explain, but merely describes, the problem.” While Finnegan’s “musical pathways” captures a sense of process and simultaneity absent from domains of subculture and art worlds, the framework remains quite linear. It is perhaps best suited for comparative work in a single locale like Finnegan’s field site, the English town of Milton Keynes, where multiple musical trajectories intersect and overlap.

The most widely circulated rubric used in lieu of community is the “music scene.” Drawing on the work of Edward Said, as well as the notion of scene as advanced by Barry Shanks, Will Straw has defined a musical scene as “that cultural space in which a range of musical practices coexist, interacting with each other within a variety of processes of differentiation, and according to widely varying trajectories of change and cross-fertilization.” Straw finds the term “community” too heavily associated with concepts of space and nation and...
finds it “problematic in popular music where disruption and fragmentation of cultural communities has often masked . . . the investment in imaginary unities which underlies it.”

In the sociological literature, scene is discussed as a substitute rubric for community in attempting to explain “the significance of music in everyday life.” While scene is indeed used as an alternative and counterweight to the concept of a community constituted of people living in and involved in local music making, at the same time “scene” sustains the secondary notion of community by describing an ideology of bonding expressed through music, generating a shared sense of belonging. Since his original publication, Straw has further noted that scene “functions to designate face-to-face sociability and as a lazy synonym for globalized virtual communities of taste.”

Scene has proven to be a very generative framework in the field of popular music studies in particular, which focuses on fast-emerging musical trends circulated through global networks and across boundaries of widely dispersed cultural groupings. The flexibility of “scene” makes room for musical groups that arise through different processes and for which “community” is not considered flexible enough to capture without modification. The use of scene as a rubric seeks to reconcile two countervailing pressures:

"One towards the stabilization of local historical continuities, and another which works to disrupt such continuities, to cosmopolitanize and relativize them. . . . The point is not that of designating particular cultural spaces as one or the other, but of examining the ways in which particular musical practices “work” to produce a sense of community within the conditions of metropolitan music scenes.”

However comfortably the scene framework accommodates inquiry about widely dispersed music trends and the processes that shape collectivities that receive them, and although Straw endeavors to include “temporal and spatial density,” the evanescent materials in the popular realm provide little incentive to delve into their historical genealogies. The etymology of the word “scene,” from the Latin scena and ultimately, from the Greek skene (tent, stage) resonates with approaches by Anderson and Hobsbawm discussed above, which focus on the construction of entities ranging from subcultures to nations through processes of invention or imagination. By suspending inquiry in an abstract space, the scene framework risks neglecting cultural and
historical aspects; the common use of scene as a frame for a transitory event or generative moment is also quite tricky to deepen. The focus on the ideological affects of music—its ability to catalyze “musical alliances” and to redraw social boundaries—are, however, quite relevant to a study of the ways in which musical activity works to generate collectivities. But here Mark Slobin’s tripartite framework tracking music’s path through the interaction among subculture, superculture, and interculture offers equally multilayered and nuanced inquiry.

At this point, then, we arrive at an impasse. Clearly, music and its performance serve to catalyze and subsequently define different groups of people in different ways, whether to bring groups together or to reaffirm the boundaries that divide them. But these social outcomes of musical performance do not differ simply on the basis of locality, nor can they be easily mapped, even in multiple dimensions, on specific musical styles. At the same time, music has certainly been used in the service of all varieties of the social imagination. Music often impels the formation of collectivities by the strength of its ability to communicate to listeners. It carries emotional meaning and establishes what have been termed “audible entanglements,” rendering “audible and visible specific constituencies, and imaginations of longing, belonging, and exclusion.”

By acknowledging music’s integral role in social processes, one can move toward a framework that seeks both to define the attachments evoked through musical performance, and to frame dimensions of collective affiliation that are its outcomes. At this point, I will return to the concept of “community” with some new proposals, recognizing that some might at this point be ready to conclude that

Community is so fundamental a concept, encompassing as it does myriad ways of thinking and talking about human collectivities, that it quite unsurprisingly is a term which is impossible to define with any precision. Indeed, there are good reasons why such definition should be avoided, chief among them being the large body of comparative ethnographic evidence which shows communities to be imagined, constructed and reconstructed in ongoing human relations, sometimes consensual, sometimes contentious.

As such, it is a term best understood in action.
Indeed, community is a term that needs to be approached “in action,” and below I take an ethnographic approach to a specific community, that of Ethiopian immigrants to the United States, in order to explore the conjunction of concepts of community with musical concepts and performance. Through this method, I will draw on insider notions to cut through the scholarly terminological dilemma and to suggest a more nuanced approach.

III. Rethinking and Expanding on “Musical Community”

To begin, I will compare notions of “community” based on my reading of Western scholarly sources with those from the Ethiopian social and musical practices. Building on the scholarly literature cited above, I offer the following definition of “musical community”:

A musical community is, whatever its location in time or space, a collectivity constructed through and sustained by musical processes and/or performances. A musical community can be socially and/or symbolically constituted; music making may give rise to real-time social relationships or may exist most fully in the realm of a virtual setting or in the imagination.

A musical community does not require the presence of conventional structural elements nor must it be anchored in a single place, although both structural and local elements may assume importance at points in the process of community formation as well as in its on-going existence. Rather, a musical community is a social entity, an outcome of a combination of social and musical processes, rendering those who participate in making or listening to music aware of a connection among themselves.”

To turn to the Ethiopian cultural domain, there are several words that convey notions of “community.” The first, mändär, (lit., “village”) conveys a strong sense of local collectivities, ranging from a village, to a hamlet, to a neighborhood in a city. One form of the word’s root, mänädäri, conveys agency of the one who founds a village, while another, ammänädadär, refers to the process and manner of building or founding a community.
A second word, ከም።, conveys a sense of community or people in a secular or popular sense, without an attachment to a locality. This term can be modified to signify an ethnic, religious, or civil community, ranging from the nation to a mob.77

The third term is kominiti, a loan word from English, most often used to refer to collectivities such as European or other foreign groups (communities) living in Ethiopia.

In seeking an Amharic phrase that is equivalent to the English concept of “musical community,” the expression yämusiqa gwadd, glossed as “orchestra,” appears to be the closest. Here the borrowed term musiqa is used to modify the noun gwadd, which generally refers to a collectivity such as a team.78

To summarize, one finds terms for community in common use in Ethiopia, reflecting both local and symbolic uses of the term familiar from Western parlance. Most interesting is the use of a version of the English word “community” well before the revolution and diaspora exposure abroad, documenting the term’s cross-cultural dispersion. While the concept of ethnic group is a familiar one in Ethiopia, and there are frequent references to distinctive ethnic cultural traditions, including music, there is only occasionally discourse on “musical communities” per se.79

Comparing Western and Ethiopian concepts of “community” in conjunction with music and musicians is also rendered somewhat more complex by its intersection of notions of community with a taxonomy of music long established in highland Ethiopia. Distinctions are made first and foremost between sacred (زمة) and secular (زواج) styles and repertories.80 Secular styles then break down into two broad categories, each with its own internal complexities: bahålawi (lit., “cultural music”), referring to traditional, secular musical styles associated with ethnic or regional communities; and zämänawi (lit., “timely”), referring to modern or popular music, including international styles such as jazz and hip-hop new to the Ethiopian experience in the twentieth century. These distinctions are quite actively used in the Ethiopian diaspora, as a Washington, D.C., concert celebrating the Ethiopian Millennium in 2007 dramatically illustrated. The performance was formally divided into three parts, the first featuring a group of church musicians performing zema; the second, presenting a group of traditional musicians performing bahålawi music from multiple ethnic groups on indigenous instruments; and the third, featuring a big band performing jazz and other zämänawi music.81
The Ethiopian materials thus set forth concepts of community which can be wedded to different musical styles. The union of social and musical domains gives rise to an array of different collectivities. In the words of one Ethiopian musician interviewed:

<ext>Music has a strong role within the Ethiopian youth community, or in the general community. Ethiopians have always explained their anger, pride, problems, and love of country through music. . . . At the same time, music in Ethiopia, as anywhere else, it is very special. It brings people together for common purpose, for national purpose, for religious purpose, for anything you like.⁸²</ext>

<txt>In sum, no single musical style correlates to a particular community type. Rather, as illustrated by the concert celebrating the Ethiopian Millennium, a desire to address multiple religious, political, ethnic, and age cohorts at that event necessitated a very heterogeneous array of musical choices. This event, and others I have observed over the course of extended fieldwork, as well as the testimony of research associates, suggests that a closer look at social/musical processes and different social outcomes might provide a promising way to proceed.

Below I set forth a tripartite framework that seeks to unite the social and musical domains, and in so doing, to accommodate the widest range of musical styles. I will discuss processes of descent, dissent, and affinity as expressed through music and the collectivities they generate.⁸³</txt>

<B>Processes of descent</B>

<fl>We begin with descent, a broad category under which are subsumed a number of social processes that generate collective identity.⁸⁴ Processes of descent give rise to what I will call “descent communities” united through what are understood from within to be shared identities, whether they are grounded in historical fact, are newly invented, or emerge from some combination of historical circumstance and creative transformation. Processes of descent have long dominated traditional discussions of community, not the least because there are in fact numerous aspects of identity that fall under the rubric of descent. To name just a few, there are
collectivities generated by shared ethnicity or aspects of kinship, with religious and/or national ties constituting other significant descent categories. Often, two or more of these designations converge and overlap: for instance, ethnic communities often emerge from processes informed both by biological kinship and religious practices. In the (increasingly distant) past, many, if not most, descent communities were associated with a particular locale or region. Descent communities were generally the collectivities that attracted music scholars to the notion of community in the first place. The longtime use of “community” as an equivalent to one of many modalities of descent eventually spelled the end of the utility of the term, for migration unsettled geographical fixity and changing technologies opened new channels of mobility and symbolic community construction.

Within collectivities shaped by processes of descent, music moves beyond a role as symbol literally to perform the identity in question and serves early on in the process of community formation to establish, maintain, and reinforce that collective identity. I suspect that most music historians and ethnomusicologists would be willing to argue that descent communities would have been unable to sustain themselves over time were it not for these musical practices. The processes through which these communities arise and sustain themselves very often occur through the catalyzing impact of musical performance. Music helps generate and sustain the collective, while at the same time, it contributes to establishing social boundaries both within the group and with those outside of it. Music can also provide avenues to penetrate these social boundaries and to bring new constituencies into the fold. But processes of community formation are not unitary and can vary both between collectivities and within the same collectivity over the course of time. To acknowledge these possibilities is highly significant for ethnographic work, as well as vital for a nuanced historical perspective of events over the course of time.

Let me turn for an example to a brief discussion of the collectivity surrounding Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity, an Ethiopian community grounded historically in religious identity and within which music has played a pivotal role. This is a community of remarkable longevity, dating from the conversion of the Ethiopian court by Syriac missionaries in the early fourth century.85 A central origin myth of the Ethiopian Christian community, enshrined in church writings, iconography, and oral tradition, is the importance of liturgical chant performance to the Ethiopian Orthodox community: “It is often said that to understand the ethos of the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church it is necessary to participate in its worship. At the core of this worship is the *Mahelet* ("lit. hymns and sacred songs"). . . 

Chant, sacred instruments, and dance constituted vital aspects of Ethiopian Christian liturgical practice from the earliest dates for which we have evidence and certainly established clear boundaries early on between Christians and other religious communities in Ethiopia as well as between Ethiopia and the Christian world beyond its borders. At the center of the narrative of Ethiopian church history rests the myth of a charismatic musician, Saint Yared, believed by the faithful to have received the entire corpus of Ethiopian chant through divine inspiration. That Saint Yared is traditionally said to have lived during the reign of the sixth-century Emperor thought to have unified and consolidated Christian liturgical practice speaks to the generative role music is believed to have played in the establishment of Christian ritual and in establishing a worship community. Thus musical performance of rituals gives voice to beliefs that unite the congregation, reenacts the story of St. Yared through its recreation by his musical heirs, and at the same time reinforces social hierarchies within the church and, until the 1974 revolution, in Ethiopian society at large. Music also served to demark boundaries within the Church, both between different groups of the clergy and between the clergy and the laity.

The chant tradition transmitted for centuries in the Ethiopian Orthodox Christian Church both provided the backbone for ritual orders and engendered a sense of belonging. Over time, it is clear, the identity of this religious community melded with other aspects of descent. The Ethiopian Christian community came to have strong associations with particular ethnic groups (particularly the Amhara and Tigray peoples of the Ethiopian highlands, regions where the church was initially established) and accrued strong national, political, and class associations due to centuries of leadership by Orthodox Christian emperors who both ruled Ethiopia and headed the church. This case study suggests that there are different types of descent communities and that any given descent community can, at a particular point in time, become associated with additional streams of descent.

Ethiopian Christian sacred music helped shape community formation and maintenance through much of the history of the Ethiopian church, including following the overthrow of the monarchy by a military coup in 1974. During the violent revolutionary years that followed, music provided one of the few areas of continuity amidst a range of economic and structural changes.
As the Ethiopian military leaders displaced the lineage of Christian Amhara monarchs who led the Church, they sparked a long political crisis that led to the forced migration of hundreds of thousands of Ethiopian Orthodox Christians abroad. What had been a national church with deep political and economic resources became a religious heritage carried by an ethnic/religious community that had forfeited political and economic power within its homeland and was now constituted of struggling refugees abroad. During this period of trauma, music proved a flexible framework, both maintaining continuity and absorbing changes.

At the same time as the identity of an Ethiopian Orthodox Christian refugee community linked by descent was arguably heightened in some ways by forced migration, other social processes quickly came into play as well. The rupture in Ethiopian Church history at the moment of the 1974 revolution and the changing role of music within it provides a transition to my second category, which focuses on processes of dissent and the collectivities that emerge during heightened moments of conflict.

**Processes of dissent**

If a descent community claims a primordial connection, whether based on historical factors or invention, dissent catalyzes a decidedly different process of community construction, one based solidly in opposition. While dissent communities often emerge from minority groups or from those considered to hold subaltern status within a larger society, dissent may not always be formulated in opposition to a dominant majority. However, dissent communities do generally emerge through acts of resistance against an existing collectivity; dissent communities also tend to coalesce quite rapidly, arising in response a particular event or circumstance at a specific moment in time. Individuals involved in processes of dissent quite regularly draw on musical performance as a mechanism to enlist others in their cause. Indeed, many dissent communities emerge through music making in part because music can give voice to dissent while partially masking its critical edge and reducing risks of retribution from more powerful forces. To take a well-known example, the American folk music revival, which emerged in the U.S. during the late 1950s and 1960s, provides a prototypical example of a countercultural dissent community whose message was initially conveyed through music, with a growing following—a newfound community—produced by widespread circulation and performance of memorable songs.91
But we can also return here to the case study of Ethiopian Orthodox Christian music, in order to see how the performance of the chant tradition and the rituals associated with it shifted from a straightforward affirmation of belief closely associated with descent to a channel for political resistance and dissent. Performance of the Ethiopian Christian ritual and its musical content became an important force in reconstituting a fractured community as an integrated whole in distant homelands. But the Ethiopian Christian liturgy performed in exile also signaled, for many participants, dissent against changes in the homeland and provided weekly commemorations of the dismantling of their historic church. At the same time, liturgical music and its performance draw the immigrants together and establish new boundaries around and within this refugee community. A community of descent has been, at least in part, reconstituted as a community of dissent.

Other changes within Ethiopian Christian musical life and related worship practices also serve to express dissent against well-established traditions from the past. In the years immediately before the revolution began in 1974, a new tradition of choral singing with vernacular Amharic language texts emerged in the Ethiopian church. Choirs constituted of young people became very widespread by the 1980s, in part because they provided a social context in which groups, otherwise forbidden, could convene during the Ethiopian revolution. By the end of the revolution in 1991, the choirs were well established in urban Ethiopian churches and also spread quickly throughout its growing diaspora. While the traditional liturgy in Ge'ez, along with its dance and instrumental practice was historically performed only by male musicians, the new choirs singing Amharic-language strophic hymns were dominated by women, who simultaneously began to play increasingly active roles in diaspora religious life. The new choirs, actively resisted by many priests and däbtära because of their departure from tradition, were a first step in forging a new community in diaspora, which included women performing with sistra, drums, and prayer staffs formerly restricted only to men. In the case of Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity, then, a full measure of dissent against traditional gender roles in the church was pursued and institutionalized through musical performance. Thus dissent can be seen to weld a new community on different levels and through different musical repertories. In the words of a distinguished Ethiopian priest and märigeta (“leader of the däbtära”) who has led Ethiopian ritual life in the United States since he received asylum in 1982: “You know in our tradition it is very difficult and that the women do not fit. But young people, the younger
generation especially, the Sunday School students, they have sing-song together now, with women. And that’s different from our Yared music. You know, they created it, their sing-song, not Yared.”

Dissent communities are almost always at least partial offspring of the forces they challenge, hence the close and interactive relationship between descent and dissent, and the possibility that they can, for long periods of time, overlap. One does not need revolutions or refugees to give rise to such outcomes; we can find similar, if perhaps more subtle ways in which musics of dissent may emerge as an outgrowth of processes of descent. The case of “early music” and its associated community in the Western art music tradition, provides a salient example. Succinctly defined as “an interest and involvement with music of the past,” what has been termed the early-music movement in fact redefines and dissents against mainstream Western musical values. Early-music performances, while commencing with a clearly articulated goal to bring little-performed repertory from the past to life, in fact generated a full range of innovations in the realm of instrumental construction as well as in performance practices. Most tellingly, the emergence of early music gave rise to intense ideological debates, part of what has been said to have became a struggle for values since preferring one interpretation over another “amounts to a manifesto pro or contra authenticity.” That the process of performing early music sparked the emergence of a lively new musical community is articulated through numerous social and musical outcomes: the founding of new ensembles and new institutions, such as concert series and festivals at which the community faithful gathered, posited within growing national and international networks. While the early-music movement generated a following among individuals actively engaged with the ideological issues at stake in Western performance repertories and styles, it also generated a broader following among those less knowledgeable or simply unconcerned about the issues, those who were attracted to this musical domain by exciting new sounds and colorful performance styles. Here we arrive at a third category of processes generating a musical collectivity: processes of affinity.

**Processes of affinity**

A third type of community, defined largely by affinity, emerges first and foremost from individual preferences, quickly followed by a desire for social proximity or association with
others equally enamored. Music proves to be a particularly powerful mechanism for catalyzing affinity communities, in which straightforward aesthetic and personal preferences may, but do not necessarily, intersect with other powerful diacr

itica such as ethnic identity, age cohort, or gender identity. But ultimately, affinity communities derive their strength from the presence and proximity of a sizeable group and for the sense of belonging and prestige that this affiliation offers. The acquisition of cultural capital inevitably plays a role in the emergence and maintenance of communities of affinity, with financial gain frequently providing motivation for shaping a musical style or event that will engender the devoted affiliation of many.

At moments, the raw power of affinity is such that a chance encounter can spark a lifelong engagement with a musical tradition not otherwise part of an individual’s purview, providing a “conversion experience” of the sort recalled by composer Evan Ziporyn when he heard a recording of Balinese gamelan music while an undergraduate at Yale. Affinity generally joins an individual to others engaged with a musical style or tradition, so that the individual becoming part of “charmed circles of like-minded music makers drawn magnetically to a certain genre that creates strong expressive bonding.”

A variety of motivations can be accommodated under affinity, linked on various levels to an array of personal predilections and affective responses. Musical affinity can be driven by sheer sonic attraction, whether based in a desire for the familiar or search for the new; it can catalyze a preoccupation with what is perceived as exotic. The role of a charismatic musician or performer is often a particularly powerful element added to the musical draw in the case of affinity communities. Whatever the basis of the attraction, an affinity community assumes its shape based in the first instance on individual volition, in contrast to motivations deriving from ascribed or inherited factors (descent) or driven by specific ideological commitments or connections (dissent).

Most domains of popular music fit comfortably under the umbrella of affinity; the huge crowds at Rolling Stones concerts speak legions about the power of affinity as the catalyst of a dual musical and social experience. One can at moments find thinly veiled aspects of descent feeding into motivation for affinity, as can be seen in communities surrounding a variety of dance traditions ranging from contra-dance to the tango. Although pop concerts of Christian rock music may seek to attract an affinity community, in truth many different religious denominations seek to expand their own boundaries through musical processes. In other cases, traditions
initially generated by dissent, for which Jamaican reggae provides an excellent example, quickly transcend their dissent status and attract a sizeable affinity community, continuing to transform themselves over times. Virtually any musical tradition can be acquired through processes driven by affinity, although they do not all necessarily shape a shared social outcome. Such is a case described by Mark Slobin, whose former student “after simply hearing a Highland bagpipe band outside her window, became so attracted to the music that she became a professional piper, not an easy task for a woman in the 1970s.” A process of affinity is clearly at work here, although the social outcome of this process is not elucidated.

Attraction of an affinity community outside those of Ethiopian descent is still relatively unrealized among musicians in the Ethiopian diaspora, although many aspire to reach a broader audience. Even Ethiopian Christian church musicians acknowledge seeking opportunities to perform outside of the church in order to expose others to their musical tradition. A few Ethiopian musicians in the zemānawi (popular) domain have moved beyond their descent community to attract an affinity community for periods of time; a notable example is the singer Aster Aweke, whose recordings in the early days of world beat reached an international audience. Mulatu Astatke, a figure on the international jazz scene since the 1960s as the innovator of Ethio-jazz, has performed actively internationally for decades and in 2005 had his music used for a popular movie soundtrack.

Yet even in musical domains that arise through affinity, subtle traces of descent or dissent may be embedded. Here we can again consider Mulatu’s Ethio-jazz. Through the last quarter of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, Ethio-jazz has provided a musical outlet for young Ethiopians seeking to engage with world jazz and to innovate within a global musical discourse. However, several of Mulatu’s most famous Ethio-jazz compositions draw on Ethiopian Orthodox Christian modes and themes used for important seasons in the Church calendar (“Lent Time”) and/or evoke instruments, such as the stone gongs called däwäl, sounded to call the faithful to worship in rural churches. Mulatu’s efforts to “extend and develop” Ethiopian music draw on both various bahəlawi (traditional) styles and Ethiopian Christian zema (chant). Thus if a growing affinity community is engaged by the unusual harmonies and lively rhythms of Mulatu Astatke’s Ethio-jazz, a listener familiar with Ethiopian Christian musical practices or Ethiopian ethnic musics would perceive aspects of descent embedded within.
Musical communities shaped by affinity can be enormously dynamic, quickly traveling over great distances and accruing new and heterogeneous content and devotees. The processes of affinity partner well with new technologies, discussed in more detail below, which circulate music to settings (and listeners) it would otherwise not reach. Although both descent and dissent communities have the potential for transnational dispersion, an affinity community actively seeks its own dispersal across boundaries as well as engagement by large groups.

IV. The Study of Musical Communities in a Changing Scholarly World

The typology of musical communities discussed above aims to provide “translation terms” that could enhance comparative moves in very complex musical and social worlds; it also offers expansion of a terminological domain of “community” shared across cultural boundaries, thus closing the distance between insider notions and scholarly discourse. Rather than bracketing as separate “types” the three categories of collectivity discussed here, one might better consider them as existing along a continuum that can move in different directions or become part of a multidimensional framework. At moments, multiple communities can be superimposed in one “real place” or within a single musical event. Depending on the ethnographic or historical data, a given musical community may be more clearly located along one region of the continuum presented in Figure 1. Another might span the entire length of the continuum at a given point in time or generate different communities at different historical moments.

The use of a continuum of communities has the additional potential for tracking changes in scale or size over the course of time. While descent communities invoke identities that tend to be shared by people over a substantial period of time, whether based on ethnicity, nationality, or belief, communities inevitably vary in size at different moments, establishing different historical trajectories.

Crosscutting factors

Several factors are relevant to all three types of musical community, and brief consideration of them can add texture to this discussion. For instance, a charismatic musician often leads the
way in processes of community formation, whether as a composer or as a performer. Individual agency can play a decisive role in a descent community associated with a religious order, as a focal point for promulgating dissent, or as the center of attention that gives rise to strong feelings of affinity. One can immediately think of the generative role played by leading musicians who, through their musical creativity and leadership, established liturgical orders that served as the basis for worship communities over the course of centuries. From Ethiopia’s St. Yared to Lutheran Germany’s J. S. Bach, we have had no shortage of musicians who through their creativity and performance skills (or mythologies thereof) helped generate, extend, and maintain communities of prayer.

Nowhere is the role of charismatic musicians more prominent than in communities of dissent, where a leader will often serve to galvanize a new social movement. If Bob Dylan and Joan Baez were the troubadours of the American counterculture beginning in the late 1950s, the voices of countless other musicians have provided rallying points for political initiatives around the world. Among Ethiopians worldwide, the zemänawi musician Tewodros Kassahun [“Teddy Afro”] has galvanized dissent and social action, at once a symbol of resistance and a focal point around which a new international collectivity has arisen. Almost without exception, an affinity community rests on the talent and charisma of a powerful musical figure, forging collectivities of followers through the leader’s living presence and, after his or her death, through memories of their music and impact.

A second crosscutting factor in the constitution of musical communities is the role of rapidly changing technologies. The potential for communication of any musical event or style, whatever the technological medium, has a capacity for constructing a community. The burgeoning of affinity communities in the popular domain has benefited from the many channels through which music can travel, and the impact of mass communications has the potential to convey a single musical act of dissent worldwide within hours or to transmit the musical practices of the most well-bounded descent community into new domains. Technology has extended through global networks the reach of what might in the past have been isolated diaspora communities. As technologies of communication are shared, one also finds the overt construction of symbols, with websites and video postings representing the community to a broader public. Technological factors thus shape musical communities from within and in their relationship to others.
A third crosscutting factor is the role of music both as a potential force for cohesion and as a source of cultural ferment. Music engages both of these tasks in dissent communities, pushing back in one direction at the same time as it seeks to entice new individuals to its fold.\textsuperscript{117} Music can help a group cohere, while it can also serve as a device that solidifies boundaries in less than promising ways for the future. The Ethiopian liturgical case study again provides a thoughtful example: Performance of the Ethiopian Christian liturgy in diaspora serves as a lure for the faithful with memories of the past, but also threatens prospects for the future given the dearth of institutional and educational resources to insure transmission of the Ge'ez liturgy in diaspora.\textsuperscript{118}

\textbf{Musical communities in crossdisciplinary perspective}

The approach to musical communities sketched above is not intended to be prescriptive, but rather to serve as an analytical tool, one that tracks both social/musical relationships and their outcomes. This is not intended as a fixed framework into which individual communities can or should be pigeonholed, nor is it a political project that seeks a return to more homogeneous and exclusionary notions of music or its social impact.\textsuperscript{119} Any given community may contain elements of the three categories; this serves from the start to blur boundaries that might be perceived as quite impenetrable.

Although there have been initiatives to alter or discard altogether the notion of community in musical scholarship, that most of these efforts to date have not been successful speaks to the need to revisit and rethink the word. But while this essay began with a call for attention to the lack of terminological consensus, it ends with broader concerns that in forfeiting explorations of community, music scholars may miss an opportunity to join broader conversations. Musical scholarship has moved away from explicit discussions of community at precisely the moment when the subject has finally come of age. The manner in which communities are defined and bounded is of deep interest to social scientists, as the frequent references from cultural sociology cited throughout my discussion demonstrate. We have seen that musical communities retain the traces of dual musical and social processes, allowing us to sketch with greater clarity the ways in which these collectivities arise, as well as the varying manners in which they seek to affirm common causes or to articulate deeply felt differences.
Musical communities provide particularly striking case studies of processes of boundary formation since specific musical styles can lead the way in either closing off a community or in opening it up to outsiders. As we have seen in the Ethiopian case studies surveyed briefly above, musical processes serve to articulate differences on numerous levels. That the Ethiopian Orthodox Church created and nurtured its own distinctive chant, instrumental, and dance traditions accentuated early on the linguistic and cultural boundaries established against the other Eastern Orthodox Churches. Ethiopian Christian liturgical music provided a particularly significant vehicle for liturgical separation from the Coptic Church of Egypt, which until 1953 held nominal Patriarchal control over the Ethiopians. During the late twentieth century, in the wake of the Ethiopian revolution, the emergence of the Sunday School songs in Amharic have served to redefine social boundaries as well as realign power relations within Ethiopian churches. The performance of the Ge‘ez musical liturgy that was long the exclusive domain of the Ethiopian clergy and its highly trained musicians has in the past twenty years undergone dramatic changes. The introduction of congregational hymns has fractured long-standing boundaries between clergy and congregation, enabling entry of congregants, most particularly women, into aspects of liturgical musical performance previously closed to them. In this context, increasing heterogeneity of musical styles provides data not just about changing musical content in religious life; it constitutes a lively process driving social change and transforms aspects of exclusion and inclusion that have reshaped community constitution and power structures.

The reality of human mobility and the increasing complexity of social relations both enable and complicate the study of musical communities in the twenty-first century. My discussion was provoked in the first instance by an attempt to understand the impact of forced migration and diaspora resettlement among Ethiopian Americans and the ways in which new musical initiatives have helped shape particular social outcomes. It is not surprising that increasingly widespread diaspora populations, and the challenges of mass migration, have forced scholars to focus on diaspora’s borders and strategies for community definition, and to discard older models that sought ideal types. But it is also clear that music has been implicated in processes of community building, rendering these questions relevant to a very broad swath of musicological inquiry.

Today interest in collective human experience has moved from the humanities and the social sciences into emerging areas of psychology and neuroscience. There is now an active and
ongoing debate about music’s role in human evolution. Studies investigating music’s role in generating social bonding have begun to proliferate, ranging, for example, from an early discussion about the influence of music making on group communication to a more recent inquiry into effects of choral singing and listening on participants’ physical and emotional states. Directly relevant to potential understanding of the impact of music on social bonding are the numerous studies of rhythm and synchronization.

That psychologists and neuroscientists are beginning to examine music as a generative force in human development and social bonding provides an important opening for music scholars interested in community construction through music making. If, as has been noted, “growing evidence from neuroscience . . . suggests that music is biologically powerful, meaning that it can have lasting effects on nonmusical abilities (such as language or attention) during the lifetime of individual humans,” the moment for nuanced historical and ethnographic investigations to help understand these processes is at hand. Collaboration across boundaries of the sciences and humanities is inevitably complex, in part because scientists often deal with the grand sweep of evolutionary time while humanists study the (relatively) shorter durations of individual lifetimes or well-bounded historical epochs. However, some music scholars are already grappling with the methodological issues at stake in these potential cross-disciplinary pursuits, providing nuanced ethnographic data based on sophisticated musical knowledge in hope that their studies will deepen the ability of scientists to more fully incorporate musical data.

The measure of a scholarly discipline can be said to depend on its success at multiple and simultaneous quests: to elucidate and bring to light materials and ideas previously unknown or misunderstood; to sharpen methods and theories in order to provide insights that can be queried and debated; and to speak as eloquently as possible in contexts from publications to the classroom about the broader issues that cross boundaries of disciplines and that promise to illuminate the human condition. Through historical, ethnographic, and musical studies, music scholars can partner with those seeking to understand music’s role in other domains long inaccessible to humanists. The study of musical communities, past, present, and future, may in fact hold greater potential than we might ever have suspected for cross-disciplinary debate and exploration. This essay therefore ends with a call for more, not less, discussion of musical communities. Before we strike the word “community” from our scholarly vocabulary, we must
take care to grapple with why the term unsettles us so and what we might forfeit by our failure to engage with it in the future.
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Abstract

This essay discusses the study of musical communities, taking as its point of departure the growing avoidance of the term “community” within much of recent musical scholarship. After exploring factors that have been responsible for the move away from community studies, the paper details both the creation of new nomenclature and the discourse surrounding the introduction of these new terms. Based on insights drawn from musical ethnography with recent African immigrants to the United States, the paper goes on to propose a revised framework for approaching “community.” It suggests that attention to processes of descent, dissent, and affinity both elucidates music’s generative role in shaping new collectivities and unsettles the notion of music as a static sonic marker of social groupings. The conclusion touches briefly on new research from the sciences that is beginning to shed new light on music’s role in generating social outcomes and the potential it holds for future collaboration with music scholars across disciplinary boundaries.
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